
Proudly presents

a new superior product

Argentine Red Prawns
Premium

Born free, wild caught, sustainably sourced, sashimi grade prawns

Brought to you by Glenryck South Africa. Your trusted premium seafood supplier.







FROZEN AT SEA
Quality-focused 

We work with a trusted network of skilled fishermen who continuously 

adhere to our strict standards of harvesting. 

Frozen at sea for freshness, our prawns travel from the cold Atlantic 

waters to the shore in a short space of time to preserve quality.

PROFESSIONAL PARTNERS
Sustainable practices



Nothing but Premium 
Quality and

Exceptional Taste
Delivered freshly and consistently to your kitchen



APPEARANCE
Our prawns at a glance

Glenryck Argentine Red Prawns have a fresh and salty sea smell, large heads 

and light pink shells that turn bright red when cooked. 

PREMIUM QUALITY
Sashimi grade

Our large Argentine Red Prawns boast a firm, lobster-like texture and a 

sweet, delicious flavour.



0% GLAZING
Real value for money

Get a full 2 kg of prawns without any water loss. You can order L1: 10/20 

prawns per kg, L2: 20/30 prawns per kg, L3: 30/40 prawns per kg.

TASTE EXPERIENCE
Memorable culinary moments 

Good food is an experience that is remembered. We provide the vehicle to 

o�er your patrons a memorable taste experience.

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY
Be sure to secure stock for the busy months to come

Prices will vary according to catch rate and season.



Since 1937
Glenryck is a trusted name with a heritage of over 80 years specialising

in premium pilchards and now premium prawns as well. 

For the love of fish, Glenryck has always valued and prioritised quality, 

sustainability, service excellence and community well-being.

We respect the environment and the people we serve.

2kg 6009880660209 305 x 205 x 55mm

2kg 6009880660209

GRK-PAF001 L1 (10-20 Prawns per kg)

L2 (20-30 Prawns per kg)

2kg 6009880660209

6 x 2kg 16009880660206 430 x 320 x 200mm

305 x 205 x 55mm 430 x 320 x 200mm

305 x 205 x 55mm 430 x 320 x 200mm

6 x 2kg 16009880660206

6 x 2kg 16009880660206L3 (30-40 Prawns per kg)
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ARGENTINE RED PRAWNS (Sea Frozen. Head on. Shell on)

GRK-PAF003

GRK-PAF002


